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BUILDING KNOWLEDGE, IMPROVING PROJECT DELIVERY

PROGRAM DETAILS
January 10th CSI Meeting - Pre-Fabrication and
Material Handling Solutions
Thursday, January 10, 2019 - 11:30am to 1:00pm
Tyson Gentz
Sales & Marketing – Owner at ESA Fabrication
Tyson Gentz started ESA Fabrication in January 2005. His career in
the electrical industry began when he was an apprentice electrician
for a small, family-operated business. He also attended an Arizona
college, studying job-related skills through the Independent Electrical Contractors Association.

December 2018
Next Meeting Info
CSI Monthly Meeting
WHEN:
January 10, 2019
11:30am
WHERE:

DoubleTree Suites
320 N 44th St
Phoenix, AZ 85008

About the presentation:

Free for Members
$35 for Non-Members

Overview of the benefits and advantages to using pre-fabrication
and material handling solutions as part of an overall construction
strategy. How to increase Profitability, Safety, and Productivity.

Upcoming Events

Educational objectives:
•
•
•
•

The benefits and advantages of using pre-fabrication.
Material solutions as part of an overall construction strategy.
How to increase profitability, safety and productivity.
The environmental impact of prefabrication.

1/17/19 - Technical Committee
1/10/19 - Board
Meeting

Contact Ed Galindo (480) 751-8780 or ed@egadesign.net for additional information.

REGISTER NOW

The Reference Library
Events Flyer 
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 
RESOLUTIONS?
It’s still December, SO, Merry Christmas!
We had a wonderful Holiday Dinner at the Stockyards Restaurant, earlier
this month. It was a great way to ‘Kick-off’ the Holidays and a good
reminder that CSI is more than our work in the construction industry.
I have often told others, not familiar with CSI, that members in CSI are
more than just colleagues or acquaintances. We become friends whose
company we can enjoy at CSI events, like the evening at the Stockyards,
at CONSTRUCT, or at the Southwest Region Conference (more on that
in a bit!). These friendships carry outside of CSI. We can count on these friends to provide us with
information and advice that could be critical to a project’s success, a professional endeavor, or even
a personal issue. I have drawn upon this valuable resource in the course of my own work and have
provided information and input to those that have sought my insight (hopefully it proved of value
to their work). Consequently, we are planning to have more, strictly, social events before the CSI
year is over. Our goal is to foster the ‘personal’ side of CSI and expose those that may not yet be
members to the less obvious benefits of CSI membership. With your participation; these additional
social events will be a success.
In the midst of our last Board meeting, I realized that the CSI year is more than a third over, already.
This realization led me to consider what we have left to accomplish this year, in terms of goals that
the Board set during our planning meetings last July and August. A primary goal is to provide
‘alternative means’ for exposure to CSI to help us ‘Broaden our Reach,’ to the local constructi0n
industry, AND do this in addition to our day jobs! ‘Alternative means,’ include the aforementioned
social events and a larger online presence. The Board remains open to your input and suggestions.
With the new calendar year upon us, we will soon be facing elections for the FY 2020 Board and
continuing to seek volunteers to fill Committee slots. Both of which are crucial to the Chapter’s
ongoing success. Perhaps one of your New Year’s Resolutions will be more active participation in
the Chapter. I know that one of my resolutions is to seek ‘volunteers’ more aggressively. Consider
volunteering BEFORE we approach you, to ‘volunteer!’
Which brings me to the topic of the Southwest Region Conference, which we are fortunate to be
hosting this year. Fortunate, as it will be more accessible, due to its proximity. You will be able to
attend without having to go to the airport and get on a plane. This is a reminder, BEFORE the start
of the New Year, to allow you sufficient time to allocate time and funds to attend the Conference.
Having attended several Region Conferences, I can attest to both the professional and social value
provided. In addition, we are linking our Annual Golf Event with the start of the Conference. This is a
great opportunity to engage colleagues and clients, with CSI, starting with golf and expanding
through an educational session, or two.
Continued on next page...
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My most recent Client told me that my participation in CSI was a key component in their determination to retain me. Talk about added value! This certainly reinforced my belief in active participation in
CSI. It also reinforced one of my New Year’s resolutions: To help the Phoenix Chapter CSI, however I
can, with its ongoing success!

Ed Galindo, AIA, CSI, CDT, LEED AP BD+C
President, Phoenix Chapter CSI
President, Southwest Region CSI
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TECHNICAL RESOURCES
2018 PHOENIX BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
CODE ADOPTION PRESENTATION
Tom Wandrie, Deputy Director Planning and Development Department Inspections Division, discusses the adoption process that the City of Phoenix uses including how the
new codes are implemented and communicated to the development community, what
new codes were adopted including code requirements and amendments that are specific
to Phoenix.

DOWNLOAD THE PRESENTATION

MEMBRANE COMPATIBILITY CHOICES
Submitted by Tom Urich, Section 7 Marketing for publication by CSI 4/24/2018.
In recent years, the design community has accepted the use of self-‐adhered membranes
to be used as additional protection against water and air intrusion into the building
envelope. These products are typically 40 to 60 mils thick with a release paper on the
back and are manufactured by at least 10 manufacturers. The chemical composition of
these membranes is usually a blend of SBS rubber with asphalt or a butyl based rubber
product. The self-‐healing properties and ease of application has made these products
popular for application under parapet wall coping, curbs, valleys and many other conditions that warranty special attention.

READ FULL ARTICLE HERE
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ADVERTISE WITH CSI PHOENIX
The Rules:
• Ads are sold for 3, 6, 10 or 12 months.
• Payments are made in advance via credit card or check. Payment must be received by the 5th
each month prior to publication.
• You must provide your own, high resolution, artwork and/or copy.
• Artwork and/or copy must be received by the 5th of the month prior to publication.
Website Sponsor:
• 728x90 homepage banner ad - Banner at the bottom of the homepage.
• 3 mo - $140.00
• 6 mo - $225.00
• 10 mo - $330.00
• 12 mo - $370.00
• 728x90 interior page ad - Banner at the bottom of the interior pages.
• 3 mo - $90.00
• 6 mo - $175.00
• 10 mo - $280.00
• 12 mo - $320.00
• 300x250 interior sidebar ad - Banner on the right sidebar of interior pages.
• 3 mo - $80.00
• 6 mo - $150.00
• 10 mo - $240.00
• 12 mo - $275.00
Meeting Sponsor:
• $200.00 Members
• $250.00 Non-members
• Limited to two (2) per meeting.
Meeting Sponsorship includes:
• Complimentary attendance to Chapter meeting for one (1) guest
• Prominent Recognition (including company logo) as Chapter Meeting Sponsor in both
eMail meeting notifications and Monthly Newsletter/Online website registration page
• Recognition at Chapter Meeting opening announcements
• One (1) table top display at Chapter Meeting
• Opportunity to place company literature at registration table or on dining tables
• Two minute presentation

ADVERTISE NOW
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